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ABSTRACT 

 

This study introduces a new approach for operational TiungSAT-1 data for modeling coastal 

current pattern. The Hopfield neural network was used to model sea surface current movements. 

In matching process using Hopfield neural network, identified features have to be 

mathematically compared to each other in order to build an energy function that will be 

minimized. In this context, the neuron network has been taken in two dimensions; raw and 

column in order to match between the similar feature of surface pattern, it was required that the 

two features were extracted from the same location. The Euler method is used to minimized the 

energy function of neuron equation. The study shows that the surface current pattern can be 

modeled by high accuracy of ±0.14 m/s.  

 

 

1.INTRODUCTION 

 

Developing countries have tremendous attentions to exploit the advance space technology for 

economic development. In this context, there are great opportunities in the area of research and 

development, derivative industries, commercial applications and professional services in related 

fields. Several developing countries such as China, India, Thailand, and Malaysia  have moved 

towards space industry for non-commercial and non-military purposes. In fact, the space 

environmental observations might be provided appropriate solutions for economy problems and 

prefect commercial strategy planning. Furthermore, Space industry and technology in particular 

have proved excellent abilities for monitoring and solving several environmental problems, for 

instance, land mining, disasters, coastal zone management etc. Among development countries, 

Malaysia has been approached space industry by lunching the first microsatellite (TiungSAT-1) 

in 2000,that included several remote sensing instruments for environmental monitoring. in 

addition to commercial land and weather imaging TiungSAT-1 satellite payloads offers FM and 

FSK Amateur Radio communication. Nevertheless, few environmental studies have been 

implemented TiungSAT-1 satellite data in Malaysia. Researchers and scientists have been 

concluded that there are aplenty opportunities for utilizing such small satellite of TiungSAT-1 

for environmental monitoring (Mazlan and Hazli 2001 and Alvin et al. 2003). MataJaferi et al. 

(2002) have utilized TiungSAT-1 satellite data in water quality mapping. However, this study 

did not show accurate results due to the absence of in situ measurements. Conversely, Mohd and 

Ming (2003) have stated that the TuingSAT satellite data are not useful in some of marine 

applications such as ocean color mapping due to the unavailability of the blue band and the 



stripping impacts in the TiungSAT-1 satellite data. By contrast, Mazlan and Hazli (2001) have 

implemented Fourier Transform to eliminate the stripping noise from TiungSAT-1 satellite data. 

In fact, Fourier Transform is useful image tool for spatial filtering and image regeneration 

through the application of an inverse Fourier Transform.     

  

In this paper, we address the question of  estimating sea surface current pattern using TiungSAT-

1 satellite data. This is demonstrated using neural network technique.  Hypotheses examined are 

(1) there are significant differences between the different bands in detecting ocean current 

feature patterns, (ii)  Hopfield neural network can be applied to single data without needing to 

include sequential satellite data, (iii) Hopfield neural network can be used as procedures for 

eliminating inherent noises from TuingSAT-1 satellite data, and (iv) tidal has  major impacts on 

current movements in such water body as the Malacca Straits.       

 

2.METHODOLOGY 

2.1 Data set 

The TiungSAT-1 satellite data were acquired on 17 March 2001 over the coastline of Penang 

Island, Malaysia between 100° 09’ E to 100° 16’ E and 5° 18’ N to 5° 26’ N. TiungSAT-1 is 

originally a synchronous orbit at 90° inclination and altitude of 670 km where by the nominal 

orbital period can be taken as 98 minutes.  Furthermore, TiungSAT-1 MSEIS satellite data is a 

multispectral data with Near Infra-Red (810-890 nm), Red(610-690 nm) and Green(510-590 nm) 

(Table 1) (Mazlan and Hazli, 2001).   

 

 

 

Figure 1. Study Area in Penang Coastal Waters. 
  

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Table 1. TiungSAT-1 Satellite Sensor Bands and Wavelengths  
 

Band Wavelength (nm) Nominal spectral band 

1 510-590 Green 

2 610-690 Red 

3 810-890 Near-infrared 

 

2.2 Hopfield Neural Network  

Neural network techniques are an artificial intelligence procedure that they belong to expert 

system and knowledge–based approaches to learning (Arik 2002 and Zhao, 2004). On the other 

hand, scientists have agreed that neural networks belong to the same classes of techniques as 

automated pattern recognitions, stereo vision, motion analysis, and object tracking problems 

(Côté and Tatnall 1995 and Cao  and Wang 2003). In this context, scientists have defined a 

Hopfield model as a kind of neural network.  The Hopfield network has no special input or 

output neurons  but all are both input and output, and all are connected to all others in both 

directions (with equal weights in the two directions).  Input is applied simultaneously to all 

neurons which then output to each other and the process continues until a stable state is reached, 

which represents the network output (Nasrabadi and Choo 1992; Côté and Tatnall 1997; Arik 

2002; Zhao, 2004). 

According to Côté and Tatnall (1997), Hopfield neural networks is considered as a promising 

method for determining a minimum of energy of function. For instance, motion analysis and 

object pattern recognitions might be coded into an energy function. Furthermore, the actual 

physical constraint, heuristics, or prior knowledge of objects and system can be coded into the 

energy function.     

 

A pattern, in the context of the N node Hopfield neural network is an N-dimensional vectors  

),.......,( 21 nvvvV =  and ),.......,( 21 nuuuU =  from space NS }1,1{−= . A special subset of S  is set 

of exemplar },1:{ KkeE k ≤≤= where, ),.......,,( 21 n
kkkk eeee = and k  is exemplar pattern 

where Kk ≤≤1  . The Hopfield net associates a vector from S with an exemplar pattern in E. In 

this context, the net partitions S  into classes whose members are in same way of exemplar 

pattern that presents the classes. For sea surface current features in the TuingSAT-1 satellite 

image )( f , let }1,1{)( −∈if t  to be represent  neuron sates, i.e. either -1 or +1, which serve as 

processing units. Each neuron has a value at time t  denotes by )(if t . The permanent  memory of 

neural set was resided  within the interconnections between its neurons which named by the 

strength of the synapse ( 
ijw ) or connection between two pair of neuron  )(if and )( jf , 

According to Nasrabadi and Choo (1992), the design specifications for this version of Hopfield 



net require that jiij ww = and 0=iiw . Following, Zhang et al. (1999), the propagation rule 
iτ  

which defines how neuron sates and weight combined as input to a neuron can be described by 
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The Hopfield algorithm has consisted of (i) assign weights to synaptic connections, (ii) initialize 

the net with unknown pattern, (iii) iterate until convergence and continue features tracking. First 

step of  assign weight ijw  to synaptic connection can be achieved as follows: 

                         (2) 

 

In second step, the pattern that is to be quantified is introduced to the net. If  the vectors   

),.......,( 21 nvvvV =  and ),.......,( 21 nuuuU =  are unknown patterns then, set 

 

ivif =)(0              Ni ≤≤1,                          (3)         

ujjf =)(0            Nj ≤≤1,                          (4) 

 

Third step is involved the estimation of next sate values for the neuron in the set using the 

propagation rule and activation function F. This step can be expressed mathematically by given 

formula: 
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Repetition of second and third steps is involved as fourth step to perform quantification  of 

another sea surface current pattern in TuingSAT-1 image. 

 

 Hopfield neural network could be identified current pattern features by mathematical comparing 

to each other in order to build an energy function. According to Côté and Tatnall (1995) the 

difference function to determine the discriminations between different features 
ji ff ,  by a given 

formula: 
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where,
 

"L  is curvature shape of current feature, ijdis  is the distance between sea surface current 

features if  and jf , and G and H and J are constants, and  is an angle of orientation of local curve 

element θ . In addition, "dist  and "θ are the minimum acceptable distance and the maximum 

acceptable rotation angle, respectively before energy function. In practice, the Hopfield neural 

network can be quantified by an Euler equation (Côté and Tatnall 1995) of motion which can be 

expressed as 
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where B  is the external bias on neuron i , λ  is the steepness of the function and E  is the 

network energy (Wang et al. 1993; Juang  1999; Arik 2002) which can be defined as  
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Following Côté and Tatnall (1997).  , the minimization of  energy equation 8 can be used for sea 

surface current features tracking and stereo matching. The contribution of this study is to 

determine the current velocity in single TuigSAT-1 image. Sequences of  point-like current 

features are selected as candidates for sea surface current movements in TiungSAT-1 image. The 

adjoining pixels of current features have to full the following criteria: (i) the mean energy of the 

current pixels must be higher than the mean energy of the surrounding pixels , and (ii) the 

number of  sea current pixels should to be lied between a lower and upper bound. Finally, 

Hopfield algorithm is implemented on detected features, a displacement vectors, then is 

estimated by determining  the center position of sequences of frames generated over candidate 

current feature (Figure 2).  

 

 



Figure 2. Hopfield Neural Network Used in this Study. 

 

  

 

 

3.RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

 Figure 3 shows the signature of the sea surface current feature whereby it is a obvious more in 

near-infrared with maximum gray value of 200 compared to other bands. Meanwhile, green band 

shows also higher gray level value of 180 along the current feature compared to red band. In fact, 

the water shallow and dominated by high concentration of sediment flow which provides high 

reflectance in green and near-infrared bands. Conversely, red band shows poor ability for sea 

current features detection due to its rapid spectra absorption (Robinson 1994). Strong current 

flow from several rivers are located along Penang coastline may be provide an explanation for  

strong of water plume appears in Figure 3.  

 

(a)                                                             (b) 

 
(c) 

 

 
Figure 3. Individual Band of TiungSAT-1 image (a) Green,(b) Red and (c) Near-infrared 



 

Figure 4 shows the results of Hopfield neural network for water plume feature in TiungSAT-1 

image. It is interesting to find that the Hopfield algorithm provides a details of water plume  

structure morphology. This result is agreed with Côté and Tatnall (1997). Figure 5 shows the 

vector displacement which are appears closed to each other in green band compared to thermal 

band. Nevertheless, the Hopfield algorithm was tasted in green band and near-infrared band 

shows that the water vector flows are rotated around Penang island. In fact, Penang Island might 

be spilt the water flow from Malacca Straits to move parallel to Penang main land coastline and 

in westward direction along Penang Island. The current flow vectors are produced without noise. 

In fact, in homogenous flow such as water plume, the pixels are connected continuously which 

generated neighbor vectors are similar. In this context, the correlation peak corresponds to the 

true water flow displacement because the best matches between current vectors due to their local 

similarity. It is also can be noticed that Hopfield algorithms shows current vectors variations. 

Figure 5 depicts the similarity of vector displacement in both bands. In fact, the blur band is 

translated into its pattern representation and introduced to Hopfield net )(if t  is set equal to 
iv  , 

)1(, Ni ≤≤ . The input pattern was evolved through neuron state changes into the pattern 

),.......,,(
^

2

^

1

^^

nvvvV = of the neuron states at convergence. Furthermore, exemplar pattern was 

represented the uncorrupted image. This was contributed due to the change of net to an exemplar 

pattern. This confirms the study of Liang and  Wang (2000).  The maximum current flow vectors  

is 0.6 m/s during its rotation around the island. The vectors within 0.24 m/s are appeared to move 

towards the island and it might be  represented the water flow from the south of Malacca Straits. 

According to Maged and Mazlan (2005) the dominant water flow in Malacca Straits in one 

direction towards the northward. Moreover, it obvious that low current velocity ranged between 

0.2 to 0.6 m/s is due to the impact of low tide. This is clear in image due to existence of high 

sediment accumulations during the acquisition time of the TuingSAT-1 data.                    
 

 

 

 
Figure 5. Output Results of Hopfield Algorithm for (a) Green Band and  

(b) Near-infrared Band. 

 

 

 

 



 

 
Figure 5. Vector Displacements Simulated by Hopfield Neural Network Algorithm for (a) 

Green band and (b) Near-infrared Band.  

 

Figure 6 shows the regression relationship between the sea surface current modeled by Hopfield 

neural network and one estimated from tidal information. The scatter points are more close to the 



regression line with r
2
 value of 0.989 and accuracy (root mean square) of ±0.14 m/s. This 

confirms that Hopfield neural network provides excellent information on coastal current 

movements. In fact, Hopfield algorithm parameters is function on the feature size and grey level 

gradient which could ensure accurate network convergence behavior.    

 

 
 

Figure 6. Regression Model for Simulated Sea Surface Current from Hopfield Neural 

Network and Tidal table. 

 

4.0 CONCLOUSIONS 

 

This work has demonstrated a new technique for estimating sea surface current from 

microsatellite  data such as TiungSAT-1. The new technique is based on the modification of the 

Hopfield neural network parameters especially the way of estimation energy function. The cross 

correlation method is used to estimate the vector displacements of current features in several 

frames after applying Hopfield algorithm. It is shown that blur image is corrected by utilizing 

Hopfield neural network. The study confirms that Hopfield is capable algorithm to estimate the 

sea surface current velocity from green band and near-infrared band with high accuracy of  ±0.14 

m/s. It can be concluded that Hopfield neural network algorithm could be an excellent tool for 

image reconstruction and sea surface current modeling in single data.  
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